
Designer Rare Ganesha Statue
Resting on 5 Headed Snake 5 in
Read More
SKU: 01426
Price: ₹7,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Designer Ganesha Idol, Ganapati Statue for
Home, Ganesha Moorti Idol, Ganesha Murti for Home,
New Style Ganesh Murti, Statue for Car Dashboard,
statue for home decor, Table Top Decor, Table Top
Idols, Table Top Statues, Vighna Vinashak Ganapati
Idol

Product Description

Soapstone Unique Designer
Elephant Statue 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01425
Price: ₹6,160.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Elephant Statue,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Elephant figurine, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue
, Elephant Statue for Home, gifting statue, statue for
home decor, table decor, table top, Table Top Decor,
Table Top Idols, Table Top Statues, Vastu Elephant Idol
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Product Description

Sitting Lord Shiva Idol for Home
Puja in Soapstone Statue
Read More
SKU: 01424
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Blessing Shiva, God Shiv Ji Moorti, Lokanath Shiv
Ji Statue, Lord Shiva Statue, Lord Shiva Statue for Puja,
Shiv ji Idols, Shiv Ji Statue for Home

Product Description

Soapstone Sitting Shiv Ji 4 inch
Idol for Home
Read More
SKU: 01423
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Blessing Shiva, God Shiv Ji Moorti, hiv, Lokanath
Shiv Ji Statue, Lord Shiva Statue, Lord Shiva Statue for
Puja, Shiv ji Idols, Shiv Ji Statue for Home
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Product Description

Rare Unique Ganesha Soap
Stone Statue Sitting on Shankh
6 in
Read More
SKU: 01421
Price: ₹7,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Designer Ganesha Idol, Ganapati Idol, Ganapati
Statue, Ganapati Statue for Home, Ganesha Murti for
Home, Ganesha Statue for Home, Interior Designing
Statue, New Style Ganesh Murti, Soap Stone Statue For
Home, Vighna Vinashak Ganapati Idol

Product Description
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Meditating Sitting Shiv Ji Moorti
in Pink Stone Idol 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01420
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: God Shiv Ji Moorti, Lokanath Shiv Ji Statue, Lord
Shiva Statue for Puja, Meditating Shiv Ji Statue, Stone
Shiva Statue

Product Description

Rare Bala Krishna Eating
Makhan Soap Stone Statue 4.5
inch
Read More
SKU: 01419
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Laddu Gopal Murti,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Baby Krishna Idol, Child Krishna Statue

Product Description
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The Bala Krishna eating Makhan idol is not only serving a fantastic display but also spreads
serenity in the atmosphere. Just amplify the visual interest with a casual look!! Material: Pink
stone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL):  3 x 4.5 x 1.5 inch Position: Sitting The adolescent 
stone sculptures  of Bala Krishna:

The stone sculpture of Bala Krishan is sitting on a beautiful lotus pedestal.
The pretty Bala Gopal is seen holding Ladoo in one hand with a relish expression on his
face.
He is widely known as ladoo Gopal.The ladoo of butter.
The stone sculpture of the Balakrishna is embellished with many ornaments engraved
within it.
Odisha is well renowned for its magnificent stone carving by skilled artisans of its land.

The alluring Bala Krishna:: The mischievous butter thief:

Bala Krishna is the childhood form of Lord Krishna. Lord Vishnu has appeared many times
on earth, Lord Krishna is one of the avatars.
He has shown his divine miracles, since birth, widely known as his "Bal Leela".
He was very mischievous and a prankster in his childhood.
From his early childhood, he started stealing butter from his own as well as from the
neighbors. From which he is famed as "Makhan Chor " means  "the butter thief".
He is also popular by the name of  Ladoo Gopal. Who loves Ladoo of Makhan (Butter).

Placement possibilities with the benefit of keeping the engaging stone sculptures:

Placing the Bala Krishna in the Northeast corner will be very auspicious. Make sure that it
faces east to west or vice versa while placing it.
Couples who are expecting a lovely child or any childless couple are believed to bestow
with his grace.
Lord Krishna is believed to be the figure of love and compassion, so, keeping an idol of it
would amplify the love and affection between the family and for the couples.
Keeping a Bala Krishna statue at home or office will bring happiness, prosperity, and good
luck.
The temple of your home/office/institute is also an appropriate place to install the
enchanting statue.
You can place him on the console, ascent, sideboard, and the showcase of your living
room.
Can be proved to be a  pleasing gift for your dear one on their special occasion.
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Care and guidance tips  for the stone sculptures:

The non-porosity is a major advantage of Soapstone.
It is a weatherproof material. It can stand in any weather and is easy to clean.
Take a soft cloth or brush and wipe down the surface of the statue.
Follow the cleaning process every alternative day to ward off dust.

Pink Soap Stone Sitting Lord
Narayana Idol 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01418
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Vishnu Statues
Tags: Stone Narayan Statue for Home, Stone Vishnu
Statue For Home, Vishnu

Product Description
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Lord Shiva Dancing Tandav on
Rakshasa Pink Stone Idol 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01414
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Dance of Shiv Ji, Dancing Shiv Ji Statue, God
Shiv Ji Moorti, Lord Shiva Statue, Shiv ji Idols, Shiv
Tandav Idol

Product Description

Soft Soap Stone Devi Parvati
Maa Idol for Home 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01413
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Devi Parvati Statue, Maa Durga Idol, Maa Durga
Moorti, Maa Durga Murti, Maa Durga Puja, Maa Durga
Statue for Home, Maa Durga Stone Statue Manufacture
, Maa Shailaputri Statue

Product Description
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A matte finish that mimics the soft stone with a subtle and inviting look makes this
idol suitable for any setting. " Devi Parvati maa idol " on an approachable budget for
the office workplace or accent placement,  can be neatly combined with other
figurines of arrangement. Material: Soapstone/ Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  4 x 3 x 1 inch
Position: Standing  Feature decoding the above decorative stone:

The statue aforenamed here renders Goddess Parvati. Recognized as the benevolent and
loving mother Goddess.
In the mentioned statuette she is standing on a lotus base, with a serene expression on
her face, holding various objects in her multiple hands.
She is well embellished with beautiful ornaments and a crown on her head.
It's a miniature sculpture well-chiseled all over the body finely expressing details, depicting
the proficiency of the sculptor.

Goddess Parvati: 

"Parvati" is the daughter of the mountain king Himavan. Married to Lord Shiva and mother
of Lord Ganesha and Lord Murugan.
She is the Goddess of love, marriage, fertility, and beauty.
She is one of the Goddess of the trinity(Tridevi)along with Goddess Laxmi & Saraswati.
Navaratri, Hariyali Teej, Gauri festival, Ganagaur, and Gauri Tritiya are some major
festivals dedicated to her.

Some fancy ways to ornate your ambiance:

Small statues are easily placable on accent shelving units and bookshelves for a closer
look.
The desk of your study / reception of home, office, and the restaurant can be also eye-
catching to exhibit the miniature.
If you have a floating shelf in your living room or patio, then place it there with some other
figurine.
The dashboard of the car can be a welcoming option to keep the statuette.
A gift to remember for ages, to your loved ones.

Benefits of the Mother Goddess :

Married couples seek blessing for a happy and conflict less life and girls of marriageable
age pray her for the desired groom.
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She is the Goddess of fertility so couples wishing for their offspring usually seek her
blessing.

How to keep your decorative stone Squeaky clean :

Pink stone is a material which incredibly good for resisting weather and its durability.
Immaculate the statuette with a soft towel/cloth or a feather brush to the detail area of the
carving where dust is usually gathered.
You can clean it at your convenience and the chances of its exposure.

Maa Santoshi Mata Idol in Soft
Stone Statue 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01411
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Other God/Godess Statues, Hindu Statues
, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Devi Stone Statue for Home, Maa Santoshi Idol
for Home, Santoshi Maa Puja Idol

Product Description
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Unique Soap Stone Meditating
Buddha On Snake Statue 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01409
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Sitting Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: buddha statue, Designer Buddha Idol, Lord
Buddha Idols, Sitting Lord Buddha Statue, Soapstone
buddha statue, stone buddha statue

Product Description

Unique Soap Stone Meditating Buddha On Snake Statue 6 inch.  An excellent choice for wisdom
cum peacefulness in one statue. The tranquil statue makes a brilliant choice to add to the
interior.
Material: Soapstone/Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 6 x 3.5 x 1.5 inch Position:
SittingSiddhartha Guatama was born to queen Maya and King Shudhodana, he was raised in all
wealth and opulence. At the age of 16, he married a princess named Yashodhara together they
had a son named Rahula. Until the age of 29, Gautama was unaware of the universal suffering
of human traits. One day on his way to Kapilavastu Gautama approached an old, sick and
corpse which made him think that no wealth or material pleasure will protect him, everyone is
subject to old age, sickness, and death the definite suffering. While on the way to returning to
his palace he encountered a holy monk who was walking peacefully on the road. these incidents
made Siddhartha Gautama o find a solution to the worldly suffering of all humans. He left his
royal life in search of the quest. After 6 years of hunting for the solution, he went to many
monks, made himself into starvation, self-deprivation but getting no answer to his question he
finally sat beneath a bodhi tree in Bodh Gaya when he attain enlightenment.  Later he shared
his discovery with his disples. The above statue captured the moment from his Dharmachakra
mudra while meditating. The statue is seen sitting, on a coil in Vajrasana pose known as double
lotus pose. While Lord Buddha was in deep meditation he didn't acknowledge heavy rain
coming and tried to sweep him away, seeing this the seven-headed snake wrapped around him
and lifted him out of the water. And spread the hood over the head of the Buddha to protect
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him. As statue seen above. Both hands are held near the chest, forming a circle with index and
thumb, the circle represents the wheel of Dharma. This mudra, in front of the chest, symbolizes
the teaching is straight from his heart. This unique fusion statue is worth keeping home at.
Which is beneficial for people seeking academic and spiritual development in life. As both
signify wisdom and intellectual, so keeping it in your space amplifies the calm and peacefulness
in the surrounding. Rooms like study, prayer, library, mantle are a few recommended options to
keep the statue. A perfect gifting option too for your loved ones. Placement: Northeast and
southwest are favorable for, eternal knowledge. Face him to the east (Where the sun
rises)where ever you desire to statue at. Care: Soapstone is a nonporous material so the
cleaning made it so easy. Dusting the surface with cloth or broom is enough to ward off the
dust.

Radha Krishna Eternal Love
Under Idol Murti in Soft Stone 1
ft
Read More
SKU: 01406
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Radha Krishna Statue for Home, Dancing
Radha Krishna Idols, Radha Krishna Idol for Home,
Radha Krishna Moorti, Radha Krishna Murti, Radha
Krishna Murti for Home, radha krishna statue

Product Description
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Designer Unique Lord Ganapati
Pink Soft Stone Statue for Home
4.3 inch
Read More
SKU: 01381
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Designer Ganesha Idol, Ganapati Idol, Ganapati
Statue for Home, Ganesha Murti for Home, New Style
Ganesh Murti, Soap Stone Statue For Home

Product Description

Pink Soap Stone Sitting Lord
Shiva Idol for Home 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01380
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Bholenath Statue for Home, Blessing Shiva, God
Shiv Ji Moorti, Lord Shiva Statue, Meditating Shiv Ji
Statue, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Designer Style Lord Ganesha
Pink Soapstone Statue for Home
Decor 6 in
Read More
SKU: 01379
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Designer Ganesha Idol, Ganesha Murti for Home
, Modern Ganesha Statue, New Style Ganesh Murti,
Soft Stone Ganesha Statue for Home, Stone Ganesha
Statue for Home, Unique Ganesh Moorti

Product Description

Mahishasura Mardini Maa Durga
Idol in Pink Soft Stone 4.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01377
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Maa Durga Statue, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Maa Durga Idol, Maa Durga Moorti, Maa Durga
Murti, Maa Durga Puja, Maa Durga Statue for Home

Product Description
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Handcrafted Baby Krishna on
Leaf Idol in Pink Stone 3 inch
Read More
SKU: 01376
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Baby Krishna Idol, Bal Krishna Idol, Bay Bal
Gopal Idol, Krishna Puja, Nanda Lal Idol

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Soft Stone Small
Garuda Idol 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01373
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, car decor, Garuda Stone
Moorti, Garuda Stone Murti, Pathar Ki Murti, soapstone
garuda statue, Soft Stone Garuda Statue

Product Description
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The smooth finish, humble design, and luxury touch by supporting a convenient shelf décor "
the small Garuda " idol is a fresh take on the classic concept of the artwork. Material:
Pinkstone / Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 4 x 2.5 x 2 inch Position: Kneeling Details
about the  stone sculptures; A hybrid between man and eagle

The statuette is seen kneeling with the right leg bent and the left one stretch behind on a
two-layer lotus pedestal.
Chiseled with human limbs,  an eagle-like nose, hands are seen folded in Namaste posture,
with wings slightly open like it's ready to fly.
The beautiful statuette is built by the skilled artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is
famous worldwide for its intricate carving.

Garuda:  Lord of the sky

Garuda is the vehicle mount of God Vishnu.
Known as the king of birds and the enemy of all Nagas.
He can transform himself into any form and can enter anywhere.
Mostly found in Hindu temples of Lord Vishnu.
He is widely admired for his service, concern, and speed, and strength in many
mythological stories.
Garuda also has mentioned in the Buddhist text,  in the name of "Garula" birds with golden
wings.

Direction and suggestion of placement: 

The saintly idol should be set in the southwest zone and face the northeast.
The idol can be used in the temple of your home or office.
You can place it in the cupboard, cabin, and showcase of your living room and office.
The dashboard of your car and reception desk will also prove to be a favorable place to set
the idol.
Gift your dear one with the tiny-winy sculpts on their special occasion.

Few advantages of keeping the stone sculptures:

It helps you to outshine in your respective area of work, by increasing self-confidence and
courage.
Prevent from the evil eye and negative energy from your home and business life.
He provides name, fame, and wealth to his devotee in all walks of life.
Fulfills the life with joyous and happiness of his idolater.
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Guidance  for cleaning and dusting:

The sculpt is built from durable stone-like Soapstone.
Soapstone materials are weather-proof and non-porous.
You can make use of a soft cloth to wipe the surface of the stone sculptures.
Dust it time to time, to keep the glaze of the statue.

Anthua Gopal Hand Crafted
Baby Krishna Kanha Soft Stone
Idol 2.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01372
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Laddu Gopal Murti,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Baby Krishna Idol, Bal Krishna Idol, Car
Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols, Car
Dashboard Statues, Idol for Home, Idol for Puja, Small
Stone Statue, Statue for Car Dashboard

Product Description

Look no further than this charming piece of Anthua Bal Gopal stone sculptures in your
collection. Create an art feature from the basket of Odisha artisan's skillful stone sculpt.
Material: Pink stone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 2.5 x 1.5 x 2  inch Position: Crawling
The aww-inspiring statue of baby Krishna:

The stone sculpture of Anthua Gopal is crawling on a lotus structure plinth.
The Cute baby Gopal is seen holding Ladoo in one hand while crawling.
The stone sculpture is adorned with many ornaments engraved within it.
 Stone carving is one of the major crafts of Odisha, which makes it globally popular.

The adorable baby Krishna:
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It is the childhood form of Lord Krishna. Lord Krishna is the eighth incarnation of Lord
Bishnu.
Right from his birth, he has shown his divine power. Widely known as his "Bal Leela".
He was very mischievous in his childhood and a prankster.
"Anthu" means "knee", thus Anthua means "on his knee". "Gou" means "cow" and "pala"
means the protector. Which form the word, Gopal.
He is widely popular as Ladoo Gopal. Who loves Ladoo of Makhan (Butter).

Benefits and ideas with placement possibilities of the cutesy  stone sculptures:

Placing the Anthua Gopal, in the Northeast corner will be very auspicious. Make sure that it
faces east to west or vice versa while placing it.
Couples expecting an adorable child or any childless couple are believed to bestow with his
grace.
Lord Krishna is believed to be the embodiment of love so, keeping an idol of it would
amplify the love and affection between the family and between the couple.
Keeping an Anthua Gopal at home or office will bring luck, and fortune into your life.
Your temple in-home/office/institute is also a favorable place to install the adorable statue.
 You can place him on the console, ascent, the showcase of your living room, and on the
sideboard.
An adorable gift for your dear one on their special occasion.

Tips to follow while caring  of the stone sculptures:

The non-porosity is a major property of Pinkstone.
It is a weather-resistant material.
Consider using a soft cloth or broom to wipe down the surface of the statue.
The cleaning should follow every second day to keep the dust away from the statue.
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Nanga Bal Gopal Standing Pink
Stone Soft Stone Idol 4.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01371
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Laddu Gopal Murti,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Bal Krishna Idol, Car Dashboard Idols, Child
Krishna Statue, Idols Made of Stone, Kanha Statue,
Statue for Home

Product Description

The soapstone sculptures of Bal Gopal provide a pleasing and visual delight on the onlooker.
This design serves a minimalist look that fits well with a variety of interiors. Material: Pink
stone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 4.5 x 1.5 x 1.2 inch Position: Standing Impressive
stone sculptures of the Nanga Bal Gopal:

The stone sculpture is standing on a plinth with legs crossed with each other.
Striking in his famous pose of playing the flute.
Odisha is globally famous for its astonishing stone carving.

 Lord Krishna the "Divine child" the "Bal Gopal" : 

It is the childhood form of Lord Krishna. The eighth incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
He has shown his divine power right from his birth, widely known as his "Bal Leela".
He was very mischievous in his childhood and a prankster.
Gopal means "cowherd". "Gou" means "cow" and "pala" means the protector. Which form
the word, Gopal.
He is also known as the  Ladoo Gopal. Who loves Ladoo of Makhan (Butter).

Benefits and placement suggestion of keeping the Bal Gopal stone sculptures:
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Placing it, in the Northeast corner will be very auspicious. While placing the idol, makes
sure that it faces east to west or vice versa.
Couples wishing for an adorable child or any childless couple are believed to bestow with
his grace.
Lord Krishna is believed to be the embodiment of love so, keeping an idol of it would
amplify the love and affection between the family and between the couple.
Add a  perfect and valued addition to your home and temple, which will bring luck, and
fortune into your life.
The statue above is an undressed one, so you can do the ornamentation of your choice to
the stone sculptures as appropriate.
You can consider placing him on the console, ascent, or sideboard.
In your hospital, restaurant, hotels, and school are a few desirable places where you can
décor the statue as well as, use it for worship purposes.
It can be an adorable gift for your dear one on their special occasion.

Few tips to follow while caring  of the stone sculptures:

Pink soapstone is a nonporous material in nature.
It is a weatherproof material which makes it easy to handle and care for.
You can use a  soft cloth or broom to wipe down the surface of the statue.
The cleaning should follow every other day to keep the dust away from the statue.

Lord Shiv Ji Nataraj Dancing
Statue in Pink Soap Stone 5.5
inch
Read More
SKU: 01370
Price: ₹7,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Dance of Shiv Ji, Dancer Statue, Lord Shiva
Statue, Nataraj Dancing, Nataraj Idol, Shiv Tandav,
Statue for Home, statue for puja
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Product Description

Loknath Baba Pink Stone Soap
Stone Statue 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01368
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues
, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Baba Loknath, Soft Stone Statue, Statue for
Home, statue for puja

Product Description

Buddha Statue in Pink Soap
Stone for Home 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01367
Price: ₹4,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Sitting Buddha Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
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Product Description

Buddha Statue in Pink Soap Stone for Home 4 inch. A wide-reaching elegant effect wherever
you want to place it. The artful rich stone finish makes it worth decor.
Material: Soapstone/ Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 4 x 4 x 1.5 inch Position:
SittingSiddhartha Gautama was born into a royal family, son of king Shudhodana of the Kashya
tribe. living in all luxury and lush, away from the real suffering of the outside world until the age
of 29, he married and had a child. one day he went outside on the way he saw an old person, a
sick and dead man carrying to cremation ground for the first time he encountered the harsh
reality of human life. This experience disturb him the most, he realized that no one could have
avoided these definite traits of life. On the same day, he saw a monk who was walking very
peacefully on the road, so this made him search for a solution for the inevitable suffering of life.
Buddha left home and for 6 years he met many ascetics, follow much self-denial, discipline but
was unable to find the answer either. And finally one day he set beneath a Bodhi tree and with
deep meditation and concentration he achieved enlightenment. The statue is known as the
Bhumisparsa pose or the earth witness pose. During his meditation, a demon named Mara tried
to prevent Lord Buddha from achieving his goal, as a result, Buddha touch the earth to witness
his enlightenment. The earth goddess appeared and swept away Mara with flood and bore the
witness of his enlightenment. In the Bhumisparasa pose, Buddha is seen sitting in Vajrasana
pose in a lotus. Right-hand flat on the right knee fingertips pointing towards the ground palm
upward, the left hand resting on the lap, palm up. Closed eye in deep meditation. The
Bhumisparsa statue is useful to transform aggression into wisdom, helps to reduce stress and
anxiety, and spread soothing energy into the home/office. It is a beautiful spiritual gift that can
opt to give tour loved ones. Placement: This mudra is always favorable where every place you
want to statue it. The study, library, office desk, drawing room, shelf, only make sure to face
him east while placing. As it represents the earth element it can be placed at the center also.
Care: Soapstone is a nonporous material so the cleaning also is very easy. You need a broom or
cloth only to dust the statue whenever required.
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